To whom it may concern.

Research censorship, academic lies, and civil misconduct at the higher ranks at Aarhus University.
Aarhus University (AU) was my productive work place for close to 40 years. Even then,
many years after my resignation in 2007, it kept posted a fixed notice to the public (au.dk/Helmuth
Nyborg Sagen …), informing interested parties that my research was so bad that it was unworthy
for a professor at the university. AU here referred to a critical report produced by an a priori
manacled committee, even though it knew that some of the world's leading researchers had also
studied the criticized paper in detail, re-confirmed my results down to the third decimal place, and
then criticized the committee for, among other things, using not only unusual but wrong standards
for the scientific evaluation of the proper international quality of already published sex difference
research. Interestingly, this biased university report today also provides the reference used by the
EU and NATO “Stratcom” organization to post me on a official warning list against Russian
Agitators producing fake news about the West!
Now 10 years later AU still finds it difficult to find a suitable lecture room for a public
lecture, in accordance with an invitation by the Conservative students Aarhus organization. Only
after the local TV network became involved was the university able to swiftly find a suitable room,
but then deliberately misinformed the public about what caused the allocation problem and which
levels of administration had been involved in the decision process.
Then in June 2018 I received an invitation from the journal Critique to write an article on
(the lack of) research freedom at universities. The enclosed article briefly touches on research
censorship at AU, mentions some of the countless high-level lies, and exposes an example of
blatant civil misconduct at AU.
It is my sincere hope with writing this paper, that those responsible will finally be held
accountable, that AU will see reasons for issuing a public apology to the undersigned and to the
countless international experts who wrote to AU to protest against the unjust treatment (see
www.helmuthnyborg.dk), and that unlimited freedom for all kinds of behavioral research will
finally again be restored at Aarhus University.
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